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Plan ahead, with attention to detail

Think festive season and “dream the event”, visualising in your mind
each step, from creating the invitation to seeing the last guest leave,
and make a list to cover every significant point.

Keep things simple and to a budget

Remember that you, as the host, also need to enjoy the occasion, 
so keep things as simple as possible and prepare an approximate
budget.

Create a theme

The Christmas party season gives people a chance to dress up and
sparkle. A clever theme not only ignites the imagination but also aids
as an icebreaker. It also helps to give the occasion a memorable look,
so consider echoing it from the design of the invitation through to the
look of the food, flowers, décor, drinks and perhaps even the dress of
the staff or helpers. 

Make sure all the details are on the invitation

December is a busy time, so warn those you intend inviting well in
advance to save the date. If you are creating an unusual invitation, 
for example, enclosed in a cracker or with a small sprig of holly or
mistletoe attached (both of which I have done myself on occasions),
do not overlook the fact that an invitation needs to convey all the
necessary information. If you decide to create your own individual
style, make certain you include all of the necessary details.

Select guests carefully

Choose an interesting selection of guests and never be afraid to inject
a mixture of sugar and spice to help create an electric atmosphere.
Don’t invite a known party bore purely to return hospitality. Leave that
for a one to one on another occasion.

Look after your guests so they enjoy the occasion

Pay attention to making introductions and circulating your guests and,
if necessary, arrange for someone to help. If you have a Christmas
theme and have suggested a festive dress code, along the lines of,
for example: Dress “In the Christmas Spirit” or Dress: “Santas &
Fairies”, supply a selection of appropriate items for guests who were
not courageous enough to follow the theme to wear.

And, above all, keep calm – and when occasionally things don’t go

according to plan… laugh and, where possible, have a plan B!

Liz Brewer’s Ultimate Guide to Party Planning & Etiquette is out now
(Dynasty Press, £13.99).

LIZ BREWER, THE DOYENNE OF PARTY PLANNING FOR 30 YEARS
– AND STAR OF ITV’S LADETTE TO LADY – SHARES HER TIPS ON
HOW TO PUT ON A CRACKING CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
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